English
We will develop our story writing, write our
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own adventure story, create a nonchronological report on rocks and soils, write
letters to ancient explorers and create

Awesome Earth!
Emerald, Sapphire and Ruby

Maths
We will continue to investigate fractions,
including adding and subtracting. We
will recap and develop our skill of
telling the time, identify properties of

instructions for baking. We will also write an

shapes, identify mass and capacity of

information text and create some interesting

different objects and amounts and also

poetry.

recap on prior learning.

RE
We will continue to look at
what matters to Jewish
people within their religion
and then what kind of world
Jesus would like us to have.

Geography and History
We will research the Seven Wonders of the World, locate
and identify volcanos and earthquakes hotspots,
understand how rivers have changed over time and also
use maps to identify physical features and use OS map
symbols.

Art and D &T
We will develop our brush
technique as we create water
colour backgrounds. We will
also design and create our
own fossil creations. We will

Computing

We will investigate different famous Palaeontologists and

We will become pollsters and

explorers and create questions based upon the research

communicators.

found and compare the different finds with other
Palaeontologists and explorers

also create our own
volcanos and fossil biscuits.
PSHE
We will exploring

Spanish
We will develop our

Science

‘relationships’ and ‘changing

understanding of the

We will be investigating how rocks and soils; comparing

me’ through discussions and

Spanish vocabulary and

different rocks and recognise different soils. We will also

role play.

Latin commands, including

investigate how fossils are formed. We will recap on light

months of the year.

and shadows and how they change.

PE

Key Vocabulary

We will develop our Tennis

Earth, rocks and soil, volcanos, earthquakes,

skills and also experience

Palaeontologists, Europe, countries, explorers, fossils,

and improve our Athletic
skills.

rivers, investigate, organic matter, scientists, light,
shadow, reflect, soil, relationships, research, adventure

Music
We will be learning ‘bring us
together’ and also develop
our improvisation skills paying attention to the tone,
pace and tempo.

